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the supremacy of love and its right to infinity. Hate (and
its correlates) Height be said to be the negative side of
incomplete love, and it has no being or finality in itself.
In fact, it has often been looked upon as a form, of love
itself. It has been called Virodh Bhakti (i.e., love express-
ing itself as hate). Hate is a sign of latent love and is its
harbinger. In this light, Christ's Comjmandment, "Love thy
enemies', comes to us with fresh significance.
The factors which reinforce the development of love
are many. The experience of joy in the presence of the
Beloved and the experience of sorrow in his absence both
augment and intensify the fire of love. Another factor which
inspires and nourishes love is beauty—not abstract beauty
but beauty incarnate in forms. As expressed by an American
poet, "Euclid alone has looked on Beauty bare". Abstract
beauty, which is nowhere seen in any real form can hardly
be the inspirer of love, excepting perhaps rare types of
persons (like Euclid), whose gaze is turned away from
concrete forms in search of abstract and universal patterns.
But, for ordinary persons, beauty can hardly be a potent
inspirer of love, unless it is clothed in matter. Beauty as
seen in the material forms is the reflection of divinity and
as such never fails to touch the deepest chords of the human
heart. The lover, through his aesthetic perception, has
a deeper hold on the Truth (as revealed in a form) than
a dry and a merely matter of fact person. This explains
why, among the devotees of Meher Baba, there are
many who have developed along artistic lines. Wrapt in
the contemplation of the Beloved, the lover forgets himself
in ecstatic love. Beauty is the spell cast by the Beloved
upon the lover, who thereby finds his path of love a joyous
enterprise.
To see things in their truth is to see them with the eye
of love. Those who look upon love as a conjurer of illu-
sions and call it blind have hardly known the deeper forms

